
AMASENDA
:: FROM THE AMAZON-ANDES::

VOICE OF AMERIKUA
Bulletin # 3 from the Movement for the American Indigenous Solar cultures (M.A.I.S.)

We are going through this month of Scorpio, that section of the Zodiac which, as exposes
our Maestre Avatar SRF in the P.P. XVIII: Astral Symbolism, is the sign of mystery, death, and
deceptions. He sums up that, its influence allows the transmutation of the personality to be
“reborn” in a superior state of consciousness. Because of its double symbology, Scorpion-Eagle, it is
a symbol of the great Work of spiritual alchemy. It is also pointed out by the Maestre, that the last
ten degrees are the most beneficial, as they vibrate with the sign of the Eagle, the alchemic
ascension; we are within that range.

Consequently, this period of time offers us the opportunity to apply that inner alchemy or
Mathesis of Psychology to the most intense carving of a raw stone (the brain in a state of
ignorance), and then transform it into a Philosopher’s Stone (the brain with its two superior
chakras activated), serving as a vehicle to the superior mind (house IX of the horoscope), rather
than the common mind (house III). For that practice it needs to be seen which astrological sign is
found in that house and which planet; if there is no planet then look for Scorpio’s rulers (Mars and
Pluto), its main aspects, signs, and houses that it occupies, besides its transits in the month (Mars
in Aries, Pluto in Capricorn). This way each may apply the appropriate strategy to their particular
case, and in this way, achieve that transmutation and detachment of karmic chains that stagnate
spiritual ascension.

Humanity as a whole is experiencing that alchemic process of transmutation due to that
strange agent who stopped the bustle of daily living of a mechanized world, giving time for
reflection, observation of our ways of living, and to look for alternatives for a better and wiser
existence. A forward step for releasing the influences of the agonizing Piscean Era and this way, be
able to definitively enter the “Promised Land”, the Era of Aquarius, of peace, wisdom, of balance in
living, and of harmony with the Cosmos and Nature and its wise laws.

We, who pilgrimage through the initiatic path within the spiritual Aura of the Maestre
Avatar of the Age of Aquarius, must contribute to that planetary alchemy, teaching that art of living
with the wisdom that the Era demands, specially to families and the next generations, protecting
them in this way, from decaying influences of the past Era. Let´s be missionaries in this way, not of
a cult or a doctrine, but of a civilization that is having its first sprouts.

In that sense, we need to nourish ourselves with that everlasting wisdom, kept within the
Sacred Universal Initiatic Tradition, the teachings of Humanity’s Greatest Masters, and with the
ancient traditions that are kept by humble peoples. Peoples that today are still living in harmony
with nature as far as the ecological damage has allowed them to, a damage done by machineries
and unleashed ambitions of selfishness and spiritual blindness.

Let’s turn our sight, then to the Initiatic Traditions and its derivations which are the
traditions that with great zeal are being kept by traditional communities in Amerikua and in other
continents. That survival of the universal knowledge served as guide to ancient cultures during
their times of spiritual and human splendor. PASH… AL LAK´EN…

Your friend in service, D. Dias Porta from the Andes, at 15° Scorpius, Year 73 of Aquarius.



The Importance of the Word in the ANAHUAC
“The Masters of Words, the Tlatomantinime, as they were called in their language, were

priest, poets and wise men, authors of discourse, committed to dominate the complicated art of
expressing thoughts with the proper nuance and metaphor that opens the way to comprehension.
They were, as it is read on indigenous text, “artists of lips and the mouth, owners of the noble
language and careful expression”. Many of them were also teachers in prehispanic centers of
education, where, together with the best of the prehispanic cultural heritage, the tecpillatolli was
also taught, in other words, the noble and careful language. Those same Masters of Words have
also created what is called icniúhyolt, fraternities of wise men and poets…” (Miguel Leon Portilla.
2001).

Fraternities in which men and women participated. However, the concept is extensive, for
OWNING THE WORD, was understood as a moral quality, as a way of behavior that has complete
congruence to what is spoken and offered.

How important it is to retake that concept of the Living Word, not dead. In it, congruence is
implied. (With infinite love: Lolita Vargas Malinalticitl)

THE STORY OF PACHAMAMA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=afJ63nTVaE8&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR1u3E
AHtsSf1w3iI_LdVOJBOuqS8i3zSU2OB94nUDwnswuWn9H3rXFt5o0

PACHAMAMA DOES NOT MEAN MOTHER EARTH
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJm8rd8GRog

MUNAY – THE ILUMINATION OF HEART
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jt_rtVPEKy8VB

THE GREAT MISTERY
We do not know if god is man or woman, if it is a tree, or an eagle, since it can be bigger

than any form; we know it is present in everything and that every part is the center of the
universe.

This is why we call it the Great Mystery, since it is for us very great and very mysterious,
but we can contemplate it from the human that we are. That is what we have to do; it is our right.

This is why we sing to the rock, which is the most ancient and which has the memory of
everything since the beginning.

And so, we give attention to the small and to the big, for its voice, the voice of creation,
appears in many manners. All of that is to us very sacred, we live in a sacred manner.

And in some ancient chants we call the Great Mystery “friend” (Kola), for we have a very
intimate relationship, very close. In that trust we live our spirituality. Listening on the way… The
Way where I put my life, to be the mirror of everything in myself. (Lakota Tradition). (Raúl Martínez
Serrano, guardián of the tipi in Aguascalientes, México, representative of the Native American
Church, (NAC).

THE CEDAR IS A MEDICINE OF RECOVERY
One of the Sacred Medicines is used for purification. Taking baths of Cedar and to wash

with Cedar water brings healing to the body and Spirit. You can smudge with Cedar for cleaning the
air and create a sacred space. When you burn Cedar on coal or in the Sacred Fire, and the Cedar
cracks, we believe that it is asking for the attention of the spirits towards the offering that is made.
The Cedar is also used in ceremonies of the Tipi, fasting, and the sweat lodge, and for protection
against negative influences that could cause harm.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=afJ63nTVaE8&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR1u3EAHtsSf1w3iI_LdVOJBOuqS8i3zSU2OB94nUDwnswuWn9H3rXFt5o0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=afJ63nTVaE8&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR1u3EAHtsSf1w3iI_LdVOJBOuqS8i3zSU2OB94nUDwnswuWn9H3rXFt5o0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJm8rd8GRog
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jt_rtVPEKy8VB


The smell of Cedar gently relaxes the body, cleans the mind from aggressive and angry
thoughts. The Cedar will connect you to the Earth, just as its roots connect it to Our Mother, and
connects you to the Knowledge of Earth´s Ancestors. The healing gift of Cedar for people is its
strength.

“The facemask is for protecting ourselves from Covid, but it brought with it some other
purposes: - To bring down the nose, of those who kept it raised, - To block the mouth, until
understanding that it is necessary to think more and speak less. – To hide the face, so that we learn
to see and smile with the eyes. – To hide the face so you don’t look at appearances. – To cover the
lips so you may learn how to love with the heart. – It came to say that “No one is better than the
other!” – Stop! Think! Listen! Be solidary! – Smile with the eyes and love from the heart! – LIFE is a
murmur … and the Facemask a Reflection!”

WIÑAY PACHA, CEREMONIAL PARTY OF REENCOUNTER WITH THE
ANCESTORS

Each 1st and 2nd of November, ancestral cultures from the southern hemisphere, as from
the northern hemisphere, we celebrate the reencounter with the beings that left this world into
that eternal dimension “Wiñay Marka”; this ceremonial feast is known by different names in the
language of each of the different towns; in the Andean world, it is known as “Wiñay pacha.”

During colonial times, all feasts and original ceremonies, were superimposed by Christian
Catholic celebrations, changing their names, in some cases the dates of celebrations, and also
changing the true meaning. In the case of the ceremonial feast of Wiñay Pacha, since the colony, it
came to be named as “All Saints Day”, so up until today, after a hard process of forced
Christianization, in some communities, it is referred to the mentioned celebration, as amay uru,
which is simply a translation in Aymara, as “day of the Dead” or ajay uru “day of the souls”. Let’s
remember that for the most ancient cultures, death does not exist, at least not in the form that it is
perceived from the Western perspective, as the end, the end of everything, and therefore, as
something tragic.

Jiwaña is an Aymara term that is translated from the Western logic as death, but when
analyzing its root, Jiwa, we find a wider meaning: that more than an end, it is a transition, since
from this word, Jiwa, terms such as jiwaki (beautiful) or as jiwasa (us) are derived. The relationship
between the term “death”, “beautiful”, and “us”, show us that it is a about a worldview totally
different from that of the West, since this transformation happens only when the individual dies
and not the being, making space for community: I die, so I can give way to “us”, and this
transformation in the process of life is beautiful. In the Andean world, life is eternal. The human
being simply passes through life as through a path. Death is just a transition from one place to the
other; in fact, birth and death are the same, it just depends on which side of the door we are at.
Within our worldview, there exists a complete and direct relationship between all spaces and
dimensions that make the Multiverse; under this way of thinking, “death” does not imply total
isolation and, therefore, there is no place to forget loved ones.

In this way, these days of ceremony are converted into “Space-time eternal and sacred”.
“Wiñay Pacha” where connections are reestablished with the ancestral strength. Some signs such
as unusual winds (tutuka), or the descent of mist (urpu), are natural indicators that the ancestors
are already arriving. This is a time in which a bridge extends between the visible and the invisible,
and we can find ourselves with our ancestors, whom we receive with drinks, flowers, candles,
incense, and above all with happiness, because we have the possibility to communicate with them,
reconciliate; and therefore, connect once again to that strength that allow us to no longer walk
alone, but together with our ancestors and all that knowledge of generational experience. In this



process of change of our communities it is important to remember our ancestors and above all
commit to the principles of life that our Grandfathers and Grandmothers left us and walk again
knowing who we really are. (By Fernando Huanacuni Mamani, who is Aymara. Member of Sariri
Community).


